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Introduction Recent work has shown that word ordering in sentence production supports information smoothing, also known as Uniform Information Density or UID [1, 2]. We investigate word ordering in compounds that have not previously been examined through the lens
of information theory. Compounds are compositional structures that combine linguistic stems
into one unit [3]. Compounding is a powerful mechanism for generating expressions, but the ordering of constituents can affect semantic processing (e.g., twenty-one vs one-twenty ). We
propose an alternative theory to UID that explains compound ordering from information gain [4].
This view predicts information front-loading as opposed to information smoothing such that the
listener may gain information as rapidly as possible. We test this theory of rapid information gain
(RIG) against UID in numeral expressions. Numeral systems provide a closed domain for easier
analysis while relying on compounding to form new terms, e.g. twenty-one is composed of
twenty and one . In numerals with two constituents, the larger constituent is the base and the
smaller is the atom. Greenberg (1978) and others have suggested that numeral systems
beginning with the atom-base ordering typically switch to the base-atom ordering beyond 20
while the reverse never happens [5]. There is also a general preference for base-atom order
across languages (Table 1). We test RIG and UID in explaining these phenomena, showing that
RIG better accounts for the cross-linguistic data.
Methods We sampled numeral terms in 334 languages evenly from 53 language families [6]. To facilitate the information-theoretic analyses, we calculated numeral probabilities
based on normalized term frequencies in 8 languages from the Google Ngrams corpora during
1900-2000 [7]. We decomposed a compound numeral into atom and base, ignoring connectives, e.g., twenty-one
[ twenty , one'']. We reversed the attested order to form the alternate order (e.g., one-twenty ). For each order, to calculate the information content of a compound, we used the formula
where is
the surprisal of the compound utterance, is the target, and the
are constituents. This reduces to
in this case [8]. For every numeral
expression we computed , or deviation from the UID ideal as

[9],

where is the total number of constituents and is the surprisal of the target after constituents have been communicated. We calculated cumulative surprisal as
. We performed these calculations from 1-100 in each language, as well as in a universal template
language with base-atom as the attested order and atom-base as the alternate.
Results and conclusion Overall, both UID and RIG identify the attested numeral orders
as more efficient than the alternate orders. However, RIG accounts for the atom-base to baseatom order switch at 20, but UID does not (Figure 1). In the range 11-19, UID still shows strong
support for the atom-base ordering, but RIG predicts that both orderings have approximately
equal cumulative surprisals. For these numerical ranges, we conducted a permutation test with
100,000 trials and for each repetition, calculated the mean difference in cumulative surprisal between the two orders. This corroborated the null hypothesis for the range 11-19, but there is
high statistical significance (p < 0.004) in rejecting the null in the range 21-29 (Figure 2), suggesting that the effect of information front-loading is significant in the range 21-29 and above.
These results show that RIG offers a better account for constituent order in compounds than
UID. The method outlined in this work can be extended to longer constituents, as well as to different semantic domains. Our work suggests that fine-grained ordering of lexical compounds facilitates rapid information processing and brings opportunities to characterize cross-linguistic
universals in lexical design from a processing view-point. Future work should delineate when
UID and RIG apply, and how the RIG principle might account for ordering beyond numerals.
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